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Learning objectives

Upon completing this program, the participant should be able to:

1. Learn how high-performance protective coatings prevent steel corrosion in the built 

environment and how they are utilized in architectural applications.

2. Identify service considerations when selecting a coating system and review how steel 

is prepared prior to coating.

3. Understand high performance coating system components and technology options for 

primers, basecoats, and topcoats.

4. Review 5 case studies where high-performance corrosion coatings were used in 

architectural applications.

Scope:

Site and fab shop applied coating systems applied to interior and exterior architectural 

and commercial infrastructure



Agenda

• Introduction to Traditional Protective Steel Coating Uses

• Protective Coatings in Architectural Infrastructure

• Service Environment Considerations and Standards

• Determining Steel Surface Preparation Needs

• High Performance Coating Technologies

• Case Study Examples: Proven Applications

• Questions and Answers
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Yep…



High performance steel coating systems are often specified on 

traditional heavy duty infrastructure applications

These structures can face significant environmental challenges:

- Corrosive deicing salts and organic automotive chemicals 

- Year round weather exposure including sun, rain, and ice

- Wind driven abrasion and localized impacts

- Large temperature fluctuations

Some of the main considerations include:

- Corrosion resistance

- Flexibility and adhesion

- Site access and weather conditions

- Atmospheric contaminants



There are established industry standards for these protective 

coatings as a topcoat in a system:

SSPC Paint 36: Polyurethane                  SSPC Paint 39: Polyaspartic

Their use falls into all three construction categories:

- Non-residential

- Non-building

- Multi-family Residential, minimal use in single family residential



Typical Parameters:

Material: Steel

System: Multi-layer coating system 

incorporating primers, 

basecoats, and topcoats

Specifications: Final coating system must 

often meet State DOT QPL

Application Method: Spray and brush

Expected Service Life: 15-30+ years

Challenges: Corrosion resistance, 

site access, edge retention

Transportation Infrastructure 

Bridges are exposed to weather, vehicle chemicals, 
atmospheric and deicing salts



Typical Parameters:

Material: Steel

System: Multi-layer coating system 

incorporating primers, 

basecoats, and topcoats

Specifications: AWWA specifications

Application Method: Spray and brush

Expected Service Life: 15+ years

Challenges: Corrosion resistance, 

color stability, adhesion, 

overspray containment

Water Storage

Water towers experience wind-driven abrasion, sun, acid 
rain, and temperature fluctuations 



Typical Parameters:

Material: Steel

System: Multi-layer coating system 

incorporating primers, 

basecoats, and topcoats

Specifications: Manufacturer specifications

Application Method: Brush and spray

Expected Service Life: 10+ years

Challenges: Moisture tolerance during 

application, corrosion 

resistance, adhesion

Water Treatment

Water infrastructure challenges include high moisture 
environments and adhesion 
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Q:  What did the Heavy Metal singer’s tombstone read?

Rust

In 

Peace

A.



Today, steel is increasingly being used as an aesthetic design 

element in architectural applications 

Architectural steel still needs corrosion protection:

- Exterior structural steel and panels are exposed to the weather  

- Street level applications often exposed to salts and impact

- Interior structure may see routine cold wall condensation 

- Some interior applications involve steam or production exposure

The aesthetic requirements for architectural applications can be more rigorous:

- More emphasis on color, especially with bright brand colors

- Fading and chalking can be an issue due to sunlight exposure through skylights

- Exterior and interior airborne contaminants can alter the original look

- Some venues operate 24/7, limiting future renovation access



Therefore, steel components in various built environment 

applications can benefit from a high performance coating system

Protective coatings are needed on Architectural Infrastructure components such as:

Structural Steel: Beams, bracing, canopy framing, girders, posts, trusses

Panels and Skins: Insulated metal panel, decorative filler panels, fascia



Noteworthy:

• The specified coating can be a DTM up to a multi-

layer system

• The coating may be applied by spray and brush, in a 

fab shop as well as on-site

• The continuous use of this infrastructure 

necessitates an extended service life of 20+ years

• Challenges include condensation from cold wall 

effect, sun exposure from skylights, and everyday 

scratch and impact and mar

Transportation Infrastructure

Airports and rail stations often utilize large structural steel 
components in roof and atrium designs



Noteworthy:

• The amount of coating layers 

generally increases with higher 

environmental demand 

• Similarly, applied by spray and 

brush, in a fab shop as well as 

on-site

• Preparation containment can be 

extensive and expensive

• Challenges include color 

retention of brand or bright 

colors, condensation issues, sun 

exposure both interior and 

exterior

Public Venues

These include structures such as stadiums, fields, 
museums, arboretums, and natatoriums

STEELERS RULE



Noteworthy:

• Exposure to pollutants or 

coastal airborne salts can 

greatly affect the long term 

corrosion performance

• Applications include new 

construction as well as 

maintenance; surface prep is 

often marginal

• Challenges include adhesion 

to previously painted 

surfaces, chemical attack, 

weathering

Commercial Infrastructure

Interior and exterior steel in faccades, atriums, production 
spaces, and restaurants are highly visible and brand specific

Portland Airport Authority
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The service environment weighs heavily on the type of protective 

coating system that is specified

The SSPC and NACE have descriptions that define Environmental Zones:

- The level considers and defines the expected service conditions

- Best done with a good cross section of project shareholders

- The anticipated service requirements and unexpected challenges need considered

Source: SSPC.org
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Correct surface preparation is the single most important step in the 

successful application of a high performance coating system

Joint SSPC/NACE steel surface 

preparation standards cover a variety 

of methods and equipment:

- The levels consider and define the expected 

service conditions

- Best done with a good cross section of 

project shareholders including architect, 

engineer, owner, and contractor

- The anticipated service requirements and 

unexpected challenges need considered for 

long term adhesion and durability

Source: SSPC.org

SSPC-SP 1: Solvent Cleaning Removes soluble substances, i.e. oil, grease, and dirt, from steel with 

solvents

SSPC-SP 2: Hand Tool Cleaning Uses non-power handheld tools to remove loose contaminants such 

as mill scale, rust, and paint

SSPC-SP 3: Power Tool Cleaning Uses power tools to clean surface of loose contaminants that can be 

lifted off with dull putty knife

SSPC-SP 5/NACE No. 1: White Metal Blast 

Cleaning

Cleaning previously painted or unpainted steel to a white metal 

condition with abrasive blast media

SSPC-SP 6/NACE No. 3: Commercial Blast 

Cleaning

Provides further instructions for pre-blast cleaning and follow-up 

inspection; staining from contaminants is acceptable if no more than 

33% of each area unit

SSPC-SP 7/ NACE No. 4: Brush-Off Blast 

Cleaning

Uses abrasive blast media; all oil, grease, dirt, and dust must be 

cleared from surface when viewed without magnification; loose 

contaminants must be removed but tightly adhered mill scale, rust, 

and coatings may remain

SSPC-SP 10/ NACE No. 2: Near-White 

Commercial Blast Cleaning

Uses abrasive blast media; unlike a commercial blast, only 5% of 

each area unit may exhibit staining, which may consist of light 

shadows, slight streaks, and minor discolorations resulting from 

exposure to rust, mill scale, or a previous coating

SSPC-SP 11: Power Tool Cleaning to Bare 

Metal

Takes surface to bare metal with power tools when abrasive blasting 

not possible; ensures a minimum surface profile of 1 mil (25.4 

microns); requires the creation or preservation of a surface profile 

and does not allow for stains from mill scale, rust, or paint 

SSPC-SP 14/NACE No. 8: Industrial Blast 

Cleaning

Uses abrasive blast media; differs from a commercial blast and a 

near-white commercial blast because allows for tightly adhering mill 

scale, rust, and coatings, as well as surface stains on 10% of each 

unit area

SSPC-SP 15: Commercial Grade Power Tool 

Cleaning

Describes requirements for taking a surface to bare metal, while 

ensuring a minimum surface profile of 1 mil (25.4 microns); unlike 

SP-11 & SP-15 allows for random staining to persist on substrate

SSPC-SP 16: Brush-Off Blast Cleaning of Non-

Ferrous Metals

Used when adding a surface profile to stainless steel, galvanized 

steel, copper, and other metals that are not carbon steel; requires a 

minimum surface profile of .75 mil (19.0 microns) and for surface to 

be free of loose coating and other contaminants, as verified by a 

visual inspection
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Q:  What does a rusty can of spray-on rust remover smell like?

A: Irony



Aliphatic 2K Solventborne Polyurethane: High crosslinking increases the 

desired properties of the coating but requires solvent to lower the viscosity 

Chemistry:

Based on polyesters, polyethers, or polyacrylics and aliphatic hardeners

OCN
NCO

Dries and reacts to 

form

A Polyurethane Coating

Resin Aliphatic Hardener



Aliphatic 2K Waterborne Polyurethane: Crosslinking increases the 

properties but drying affected by temperature and humidity

Chemistry:

Based on polyurethane or polyacrylate dispersions and aliphatic 

hardeners

OCN
NCO

Dries and reacts to 

form

A Polyurethane Coating

Polyurethane Dispersion Aliphatic Hardener



1K Moisture Curing Polyurethane: Coating is ready-to-use right out 

of the can. Aromatic used for primers and aliphatic for topcoats

Chemistry:

Based on an aliphatic or aromatic polyurethane prepolymer

Dries and reacts to 

form

A Polyurethane Coating

Moisture Curing 

Polyurethane
Moisture in the Air



Polyaspartic coatings are have fast return-to-service and able to be 

applied thicker than traditional coatings but sped up by humidity 

Chemistry:

Based on polyaspartic resins and aliphatic hardeners

OCN
NCOPolyaspartic Resins Aliphatic Hardener

React to form

A Polyaspartic Coating



Polyurethane and Polyaspartic coatings have desirable traits and an excellent 

price-performance ratio 

Benefits: 

Excellent durability

Excellent chemical resistance

Excellent color/sheen retention

Gloss to matte finish available

Adjustable working times

Meets VOC requirements

Drawbacks:

Temperature/humidity can lengthen 
cure time for waterborne 
coatings

Two component coatings require a 
measuring and mixing step
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Location: Seattle, WA

Application: Fab shop and site applied

Completed: July 1999

• Exposure to Seattle’s harsh 

environmental climate of temperature 

fluctuations and rain

• 8.75 acres of retractable roof 

constructed of structural steel

• Steel coatings specified at SSPC 

Environmental Zone 1B 

• Beams, cross members prepped 

using SSPC-SP 6/NACE No. 3 

Commercial Blast Cleaning    

• A multi-coat system: 1K aromatic 

moisture cure zinc polyurethane

primer and 1K aliphatic moisture 

cure polyurethane topcoat

Case History

Seattle’s T-Mobile Field was clad in an Aromatic and Aliphatic Moisture 
Cure Polyurethane coating system   



Location: Minneapolis, MN

Contractor: LeJeune Steel

Architect: HKS Architects

Completed: Summer 2016

• Aesthetics crucial: Roof trusses 

cover a 38 acre footprint and support 

the clear ETFE roof

• Fabricator prepped the structural 

steel components to SSPC-SP 

10/NACE No. 2

• Required to meet owner and 

architect specification – originally a 

two coat system

• The trusses were primarily painted in 

the shop with one coat of 2K DTM 

polyaspartic coating with in-field 

joinery painted similarly

Case History

U.S. Bank Stadium capped with a structural steel and clear polymer 
panel roof that let’s the “sun shine in”



Architect: Bob Worsing

Consulting Firm: KTA-Tator

Completed: Summer 1995

• Iconic high gloss and brilliant red finish was 

desired

• Exposure to water/salt spray from nearby 

roadway

• Required to meet SSPC Environmental 

Zone 1B

• Structural steel used to construct the trellis 

entry prepped to SSPC-SP 6/NACE No. 3

• A multi-coat system: 1K aromatic moisture 

curing polyurethane primer, 2K aliphatic 

red polyurethane midcoat, and 2K aliphatic 

polyurethane clear topcoat

Case History

Moon Run Fire Station makes a bold architectural statement with 
a steel trellis system entrance  



Location: Las Vegas, NV

Contractor: D.C. Vient

Completed: April 2003

• Building exterior is made up of 

thousands of 4’x10’ painted steel 

panels

• Coating finish needed to withstand 

the harsh solar radiation and 

desert temperatures

• Contractor prepped the steel panels 

to SSPC-SP12 / NACE No. 5

• The panels were painted with a 

system comprised of a 2K aliphatic 

polyurethane basecoat with special 

green pigment and a 2K aliphatic 

polyurethane clear topcoat

Case History

MGM Grand was ready for a long performance from this aliphatic  
polyurethane coating headliner 



Location: Quantico, VA

Architect: Fentress Architects

Completed: Summer 1995

• 210-foot steel mast and huge steel tapered plate girders

form a spectacular 160-foot glass atrium

• Glass roof allows sun’s radiation on interior painted steel

• Required to meet SSPC Environmental Zone 1B

• Steel mast and girders prepared to SSPC-SP-6/NACE No. 3

• One 7-9 mil. coat of a 2K aliphatic DTM polyaspartic

coating was applied. Typically a two coat, epoxy 

primer/polyurethane topcoat would have been needed for 

adequate corrosion protection

Case History

Polyaspartic coating promises to be “Always Faithful” protecting 
the steel of the National Museum of the Marine Corps



Conclusions

o High performance protective coatings prevent steel corrosion in the built 

environment and are often deployed in architectural applications.

o Service conditions and surface preparation must be considered when selecting 

a protective coating system – just like in industrial applications.

o High performance polyurethane and polyaspartic coating systems perform as 

primers, basecoats, and topcoats.

o Case studies for projects from one year to several decades demonstrate the 

proven long term performance of protective coatings used in commercial and 

architectural applications.
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